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• This session will run from 1.00 – 2.00 pm.

• Interactive session – there will be opportunities for 
discussion in your small groups

• We will allow time for reflection and questions at the 
end.

Before we start…



 Provide an overview of research into emotional development.

 Explore strategies we can use to support our children to manage 
their emotions.

 Share good strategies.

Map of the sessions and aims



What is behaviour?



Behaviour is communication

✔ All behaviour communicates something

✔ Learning to read behaviour allows you to 
understand what your child needs or needs to 
learn

✔ The younger the child, the harder for them to 
express what is going on internally

From Sue Cowley



Brain development and behaviour

• The brain develops sequentially into 3 different areas: brain-stem, 
limbic brain and cortical brain.



Each child has unique triggers which push them out of their 
“window of tolerance”. When this happens, their thinking brain 
gets disconnected from the rest of their brain.

Dan Siegel – “flipping the lid”



Why is regulation needed?

• Improve emotional intelligence.



Why is regulation needed?

• Cope better with stress
• Improve learning outcomes at school
• Become more independent
• Better relationships with others
• Develop self-discipline skills
• Ability to control impulses
• Staying focused on goals

• Adapting to changes in the environment



What is emotional coaching?

“Emotion Coaching is a way of helping people, children and adults, to 
understand the different emotions they experience, why they occur and 
how to handle them”

John Gottman (1977)



Emotion coaching style

▪ ‘Tunes in’ to your child’s emotions 

▪ Gives guidance on how to cope with the feelings and what to do 

▪ Provides opportunities for learning and reflection 

▪ Leads to internal, self-regulation



How do we do emotion coaching?



Emotion Coaching 4 steps

Connect
• Tune in to your child’s feelings and your own

Acknowledge
• Validate the feeling and label them. Name it, to tame it!

Limits (if necessary)
• Remind your child of acceptable/unacceptable behaviours

Make a Plan
• Problem solving and finding solutions!



Emotion coach when in a calm enough state to hear the language

1. Connect

2. Acknowledge 

3. Limits

4. Make a plan

“You’ve had to stop playing and I am wondering if that has made you 
feel angry - I can see you are clenching your fists and your face is red. 
I’d be angry too if I had to stop something I enjoy. It’s ok to be angry, 

it’s not ok to hit people. When I feel angry I find it helpful to count 
down from 10.  Let’s try it together now”.



Step 1- Connect

• Look for physical and verbal signs of the emotion being felt in your child 

e.g. fiddling with toys, scrunching up face… 

• Tune in to your own emotion – press the “pause button”; stop and think

• Try to take on your child’s perspective – “a moment in their shoes”



Step 2 - Acknowledge

• LABEL - Use words to reflect back your child’s emotion – this communicates that you 
understand how they are feeling 

e.g. “I can see that you’re feeling a bit frustrated….” or “I’m wondering whether…..”

• EMPATHISE - Use words to empathise or validate your child’s emotion – this 
communicates that it is OK to feel like that 

e.g. “I would feel like that too if….” or “It’s normal to feel like that….”

Allow them to calm down.



• “Oh dear… it seems you are angry because you have to stop 
playing. That must be really disappointing after all the fun you 
were having. It’s ok to feel cross about that.”

• “I can see you are crying. I wonder if you are feeling sad 
because you didn’t have time to go on the bikes today. I’d be 
feeling like that too…”

Step 1 & 2: Examples….



Step 3 – Limits (if needed)
All emotions are OK

…BUT…
certain behaviours cannot be accepted.

‘You are angry that playtime has finished, but these are the 
rules everyone has to follow. We are going to wash our hands 

now’



Step 3: Examples….

• ‘I understand you’re feeling really sad today, remember we 
are kind in this family’, so ‘we use kind hands when we are 
with our brother’.

• ‘We can’t behave like that even though you are feeling angry 
because it is not safe’



Step 4: Make a Plan

• When your child is calm and ready, it may be appropriate to explore how 
they could manage those emotions next time they occur. 

• There are 3 parts to this:

a) Exploring . What happened? How were you feeling when…?

b) Problem Solving. Let’s think of other ways that you  could..?

c) Solutions. Next time you feel like that – what will you do?/ what 
could we do?



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kdhjztWMnVw

Let’s reflect together…



Case study

Sophie, a 3-year-old, is in the supermarket with her mum, Claire. Claire and Sophie only have 
20 minutes to grab some bits for dinner, before collecting Sophie’s older brother.  The 
supermarket is a bit busier than usual, but Claire manages to get everything she needs 
without any problems. However, when they are in the queue to pay, Sophie walks away from 
Claire towards some big chocolate bunnies that she has seen. Claire calls her twice, but 
Sophie does not come back. It is Claire’s turn to pay, so she calls Sophie once again, but 
realises that the lady behind her in the queue is looking at her impatiently. Claire decides to 
leave the queue to bring Sophie back, grabbing her by the arm without saying anything. 
Sophie starts crying and quickly grabs one chocolate bunny, but suddenly a couple of bunnies 
fall on the floor. At this point Claire tries to put things on the shelves while asking Sophie to 
stop crying. Sophie throws herself on the floor and the crying gets louder. 



Let’s be a behaviour detective….

• What do you think happened before  Sophie 
behaved liked this? 

• What do you think Sophie was thinking/feeling?

• What do you think Sophie was trying to tell us with 
her behaviour?





Some ideas for your toolbox

• Do not wait for a crisis to do something. Intervene early! Use 
calming activities: walking, dancing, drumming, singing, and 
breathing exercises. 

• Give control over little things (offering choices suggested by you).
• Give the emotions time to evolve within a safe physical space 

(remember, emotions will pass).
• Use distractions (e.g. give your child something to do) –

Remember: distraction is useful before the strong emotion is 
experienced. 



Thank you!


